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A complete closed poset can be viewed as a commutative monoid in the closed category SI of 
complete lattices and sup-preserving maps. A lax adjunction between closed posets and the 
2-category %‘//Sl of symmetric, monoidal closed categories over sup-lattices is described. This 
makes use of categories of ‘modules’ over a closed poset. If 7f is a suitably complete and 
cocomplete symmetric monoidal closed category, it is shown that the subobjects of the unit for 
@ in ?f form a closed poset. The functoriality of this ideal construction is investigated; it is 
functorial in two different ways depending upon the type of morphism we consider for our 
closed categories. It alternately provides a right lax or right colax adjoint to the inclusion of 
closed posets into the 2-category of closed categories under consideration. 
Introduction 
A closed poset is a symmetric monoidal closed category, whose underlying 
category structure is that of a partially ordered set. In [12], we studied connec- 
tions between two fundamental examples of closed posets, namely that of a frame 
L and the ideals of a commutative ring R. Each of these examples is related to a 
familiar symmetric monoidal closed category, namely sheaves on L and R- 
modules, respectively. In this paper, we describe a general construction for closed 
categories, which generalizes these two examples. 
If a closed poset is complete, it can be viewed as a commutative monoid in the 
closed category Sl of complete lattices and sup-preserving maps. Many construc- 
tions involving complete closed posets arise from considering closed functors 
“Ir+ Sl, where V is a symmetric monoidal closed category. Thus, we consider the 
2-comma category of closed categories over Sl, denoted %‘//Sl. Given a complete 
closed poset P, following Joyal and Tierney [7], we can also consider the closed 
category Mod P of P-modules. There is a forgetful closed fun&or Mod P* Sl and 
this construction provides a contravariant functor from complete closed posets to 
(e//N It has a left lax adjoint, which assigns to V:Sl the complete closed poset 
p(Z), where Z is the unit for tensor in ‘V. If V is a suitably complete and 
cocomplete closed category, there is a closed functor Vz Sl, which assigns to 
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every object of ‘V its sup-lattice of subobjects. Sub(Z) is a complete closed poset 
called the ideals of V. We examine this construction in more detail and show that 
it becomes functorial in two different ways depending upon our choice of 
morphisms of closed categories. In one case, it provides a right lax adjoint to the 
inclusion of closed posets into the 2-category of symmetric monoidal closed 
categories under consideration. In the other case, we obtain a right colax adjoint 
to the inclusion. 
1. Closed posets and sup-lattices 
Closed posets are the partially ordered examples of symmetric monoidal closed 
categories, that is, a closed poset is a closed category whose underlying category 
structure is that of a partially ordered set. We now give a more precise definition. 
Definition 1.1. A closed poset is a partially ordered commutative monoid 
(P, 5,‘) i) together with a binary operation [ , ] : Pop x P+ P such that for all p, 
9, rEP 
p*qSr iff ps[q,r]. 
(1) 
It is not difficult to see that a complete partially ordered commutative monoid P 
is a closed poset if and only if it is a commutative monoid in the category Sl of 
sup-lattices, i.e. complete lattices and sup-preserving maps. This approach has 
been recently studied by Joyal and Tierney [7]. 
There are two primary examples, which have motivated our study of closed 
posets, namely the ideals of a commutative ring and the open subsets of a 
topological space. If R is a commutative ring with identity, then the lattice Idl(R) 
of ideals of R is a closed poset with unit R and operations A. B, the usual 
multiplication of ideals, and [A, B] = B : A = { r E R 1 rA C B} , ideal residuation. 
The fractional ideals of R also form a closed poset [lo]. Note that in this case the 
unit R for - is not the top element in the lattice. 
A second fundamental example of a closed poset is that of a Heyting algebra L, 
where a. b = a A b for all a, b E L and [b, c] is usually denoted b 3 c. (1) is the 
conversion rule a A b 4 c iff a 5 b 3 c for all a, b, c E L. If we require complete- 
ness as a lattice, we are dealing with the notion of a frame [6]. Of course, if X is a 
topological space and 6(X) denotes the open subsets of X, then (Q(X), c, fl , X) 
is a frame. 
The closed poset (Iw’, 2, +, 0), where 1w’ = [0, m] and [b, c] = c - b is truncated 
subtraction was considered by Lawvere [ll]. This leads to the study of metric 
spaces and Lipschitz functions. For other examples of closed posets, see [13]. 
Since a closed poset is a symmetric monoidal closed category, the natural 
notion of a morphism of closed posets is that of a closed functor [3,11]. 
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Definition 1.2. A closed map PA P’ of closed posets is an order preserving 
function such that f( p) . f( q) 5 f( p . q), f or all p, q E P and i’sf(i), where i, i’ 
are the identity elements of P, P’ respectively. 
Let 9’ denote the category 
complete, then viewing it as 
suitable notion of morphism. 
of closed posets and closed maps. If P E 9 is 
a commutative monoid m Sl provides another 
Definition 1.3. A homomorphism PLP’ of complete closed posets is a sup- 
preserving function such that f(p) . f(q) = f( p . q) for all p, q E P and f(i) = i’ 
where i, i’ are the identity elements of P, P’ respectively. 
Let %W denote the category of complete closed posets and homomorphisms. 
In [7], Joyal and Tierney studied the closed category Mod P of modules over a 
complete closed poset P. A P-module X is an object of SI on which P acts in SI. 
i.e. X is a complete lattice together with a P-action in Sl which is sup-preserving 
in each variable. A P-module homomorphism is a P-equivariant map in Sl. 
If X is a P-module, p . : X* X has a right adjoint ( )” which endows the lattice 
theoretic dual X” with the structure of a P-module. This is a strong duality in the 
sense of Barr [2]. If X and Y are P-modules, so is Hom,(X, Y), the set of 
P-module homomorphisms X-, Y with pointwise sups and P-action. Setting 
X@, Y = Hom(X, Y”)O, Mod P becomes a complete, cocomplete symmetric 
monoidal closed category. (See [7] for details.) Note that P is the unit for 8,). 
Recall that Sl is a symmetric monoidal closed category, in fact it is Mod j?, 
where $ is the two element complete lattice. The forgetful functor Mod P: Sl is a 
closed functor, since X8, Y can be expressed as a quotient of XC9 Yin Sl (see 17, 
II, $21). This example generalizes to a method for generating complete closed 
posets from closed categories. A symmetric closed functor y: V’ between 
sym+yetric monoidal closed categories is a functor together with a morphism 
I’- 4(Z) of y” ( w h ere I, I’ are the respective units for 8) and a natural 
transformation 4 = G,,, : 4(V) C3 4(W) + +(V C3 W) for all V, W E 7, satisfying 
the usual coherence conditions (viz MF 1-4 on pages 473 and 513 of [3]). 
Proposition 1.4. Let “I’ be a symmetric monoidal closed category and let z/-r, Sl be 
n rlnw~I frlnrtnv If M iv n rnmmlrtntiuo mnnniA nhiort t,q W tbon n/nh\ $ ~1 - ll"YIU J"""."'. 'J I,l IY n IY,,.,,IYIIMLI"b ,,L",I"IW "","C' r ) LILCll y'\"', 
commutative monoid in Sl, i.e. a complete closed poset. 
PI--of. If M@ M$$Z is the multiplication for M, then p(M)@p(M) 
- p(M@M)- p(M) pro;$es the multiplication for p(M). If Z-r, M is 
the identity for M, then Z’$f(Z)- p(M) is the identity for p(M). Since p is 
symmetric closed, it follows that these satisfy the appropriate axioms for a 
commutative monoid. 0 
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Remarks. (1) If Y = R-Mod is the category of Fibmodules for a commutative ring 
R, then considering the closed functor R-Mod- SI (see Proposition 1.7 below) 
assigning to every module its lattice of submodules, we have Sub(R) is the closed 
poset Idl(R). 
(2) This proposition provides a unification for many completion constructions 
for partially ordered commutative monoids and groups. One has to consider 
closed functors Pas+ SI, where Pos is the closed category o$ posets and order 
preserving maps. For example, there are closed functors Pas-+ Sl, where F(P) = 
{A c P 1 A is a lower set} and Pass Sl, where G(P) = {A C P 1 A is an upper 
set}. The composite Fo G leads to the notion of Dedekind completion. One can 
avoid the often laborious verification of the monoid axioms in each individual 
case. 
If I is the unit for @ in V, then Z is a commutative monoid. We have the 
following: 
Proposition 1.5, Let “Ir be a symmetric monoidal closed category with Z denoting the 
unit for 8. If “Ir s Sl is a cly:d functor, then p(Z) is a complete closed poset and 
there is a closed functor Zr-+ Mod p(Z) with q,(V) = p(V). 
Proof. That p(Z) is a complete closed poset follows from Proposition 1.4. To see 
that p(V) is a p(Z)-module, consider 
PI.” P(Z) @ p(V)- p(Z@ V) = p(V) . 
The coherence conditions on p guarantee that it is an action. From the naturality 
of p, it follows that given a morphism VG W in Y”, p(t) is p(Z)-equivariant. 0 
Let ‘%’ denote the 2-category of symmetric monoidal closed categories, symmet- 
ric closed functors and natural transformations (see [3, 111). Define the 2-comma 
category Fe//S1 to have as objects closed f;nctors ‘V-r; Sl. A morphism 
(V, p)+ (%‘“‘, p’) is a pair (4, w) where “Ir+ “Ir’ is a closed functor and 
(T : p’ 0 4 + p is a natural transformation. Diagrammatically, 
A 2-d (4, u)+ (A > 7 is a natural transformation CY : 4 3 + such that 
P 
commutes. 
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Viewing %‘p as a discrete 2-category (all 2-cells are identities), we have a 
2-functor %/I SI 4 %3 Op with E(V:Sl) = p(Z). If (Y”, p)z(“lr’, p’) is a mor- 
phism of then E(+, a) is given by 
The coherence conditions homomor- 
phism. 
We also have a 2-functor A : (4%‘“’ --+ %//Sl with A(P) = Mod P: SI. If PL P’ 
is a homomorphism, M(f) = Mod P’ ( If ) Mod P, the ‘restriction of scalars’ 
functor with Xi = X’ and p . x’ = f( p) .x’forallp~P,x’~X’. ()fisaclosed 
functor with left and right adjoints (see [7]) and becomes a functor over Sl via the 
identity 2-cell. We have the following lax adjunction (see [9]): 
Theorem 1.6. The 2-functor E : %Y//Sl+ %Pop is left lax adjoint to 
M: %C?Op+ %//SI. 
Proof. The counit of the adjunction is the identity morphism E: EM(P) = P+ P. 
The unit is given by 
“y- ““, Mod p(Z) 
\J 
P u 
SI 
where np is described in Proposition 1.5. 
Naturality of E is clear. To see the lax naturality of 7, given 
P)-+ (Y ‘, p’) in %//Sl, then U: p’ 0 C#J 3 p provides the desired 2-cell 
Y-II” Mod (I) 
d E(d. 0) 
7’-‘- Mod p’(Z’) 
‘IP 
The adjunction identities are easily established. 0 
We have seen that various completion notions for posets can be interpreted as 
objects of %‘//Sl via closed functors Pas-+ Sl. The following construction provides 
another class of familiar examples of objects of %‘//Sl. 
We shall say Y has image factorizations if every morphism VA W of “Ir has a 
factorization V$ Q 11 W, where e is a regular epi and m is mono (regular epis will 
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be denoted -++ and monos by H). If y has image factorizations, then any diagram 
of the following form can be completed as indicated: 
V-V’ / 
/’ I 1 ,I r( 
W-W’ 
If “Ir is a well-powered symmetric monoidal closed category with pullbacks, 
image factorizations and coproducts, then the poset Sub(V) of subobjects of 
V E Y becomes a complete lattice with sup,(A, ++ V) given by the image 
factorization 
a 
A morphism VA W induces t, : Sub(V) + Sub(W) defined by 
, 
A-V-W 
Since t, has a right adjoint given by pulling back along t, it is sup-preserving. 
Let us call a symmetric monoidal closed category Ysuituble if it is well powered 
with image factorizations and pullbacks. 
Proposition 1.7. Let “1’ be a suitable closed category with coproducts. Then 
Sub : Y” + Sl is a closed functor. 
Proof. Functoriality follows directly from the definition of image factorizations. 
There is also an obvious map 1 + Sub(Z). It remains to produce a natural map 
6: Sub(V) @ Sub(W)+ Sub(V 63 W) in SI. By adjointness, it suffices to define a 
map 6 : Sub(V) -+Hom(Sub(W), Sub(V @ W)). Let (r(A)(B) be the image of 
A @3 B -+ V 63 W for A E Sub(V), B E Sub(W). Using properties of 63 and images 
one can see that 6 has the desired properties. 0 
From Proposition 1.5. we immediately obtain 
Corollary 1.8. Zf ‘Y is a suitable closed category with coproducts, then Sub(Z) is a 
complete closed poset. 0 
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Definition 1.9. Let Y” be a symmetric monoidal closed category. An ideal of 7” is a 
subobject A w I. 
(Technically speaking, an ideal is an equivalence class of regular monos with 
codomain Z). 
We shall denote the ideals of ‘V* by s;(V j and study this construction in greater 
detail in the next section. Two important examples we get from Proposition 1.7. 
are as follows: 
(1) If R is a commutative ring with 1, then R-Mod= Sl assigns to each 
module its lattice of subobjects. Sub(R) is the closed poset Idl(R). The unit 
R-Mod+ Mod Idl(R) from the adjunction of Theorem 1.6 has been investigated 
by Anderson [l] for studying the duality theory of modules. Perhaps similar ideas 
can be applied in the context of arbitrary closed categories. 
(2) If 8 is any Grothendieck topos, %’ %Sl assigns to every object its frame 
of subobjects. Sub(l) is the frame of subobjects of 1 in %, in particular if L is a 
frame, 9(sh(L)) = L (where sh(L) is the topos of set-valued sheaves on L). (See 
[51.) 
2. Ideals of a symmetric monoidal closed category 
We have seen that if ‘V is a suitable closed category with coproducts, then the 
ideals of ‘V form a complete closed poset. If we remove the assumption of 
existence of coproducts, 9(V) is still a closed poset (though not necessarily 
complete). The relevant operations of 9(Y) can be described as follows: 
If A, B E .9(T), define A . B by the image factorization 
If B, C E 9(T), define [B, C] by the pullback 
Hom(B, C) - Hom(B, Z) 
where I+ Hom(B, I) is the transpose of the canonical map B 8 I+ Z 8 Z 2: I. 
A straightforward calculation involving images and pullbacks establishes that 
A. B c C iff A c [B, C] and thus 9(Y) is a closed poset. 
As noted at the end of Section 1, we can obtain ideals of a ring and frames by 
applying the above construction to modules and sheaves respectively. For a more 
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general example, let M be a commutative monoid in a suitable 7f. Then, the 
category TM of M-objects in Y is again a suitable closed category and 9(Y”) is 
the closed poset of ideals of M in V. For example, if V = Sl, M = P is a complete 
closed poset, then “IrM ’ IS just Mod P. (Note, in general P is not isomorphic to 
9(Mod P)). 
We now wish to consider the functoriality of the ideal construction. We shall 
need to work in the realm of 2-categories and how we choose our morphisms of 
closed ca$egories will be significant. 
Let V-+ ‘7’ be a closed functor between suitable closed categories. We wish to 
define a closed map 4(3’“)$9(V’). 
Let A E 9(V) with A AZ the inclusion map. Consider the pullback 
e’ 
K-Z' 
Let &A) denote the image of KP’ I’ 
1’8(A/ 
Proposition F.1. Zf 7” 5 V’ is a closed functor between suitable closed categories, 
then $(T):$(T’) 1s a closed map between closed posets. 
Proof. Clearly, $J is order-preserving and I’ = $(I). If A, B E 9(V), 
show that $(A). 4(B) c &A. B). C onsider the following diagrams 
backs) 
+(A)- HZ) 4(B)- 4(Z) +(A. B) --L 4(Z) 
We have 
we must 
(all pull- 
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where f exists since the lower right-hand square is a pullback. Since 8 preserves 
regular epis, the map K, 8 K, ++ &A) C3 J(B) is regular epi and thus the image 
of the map K,@ K, 
K C3K,~K~Z’, 
+ Z’BZ’ = I’ is $(A). J(B). Since this map equals 
its contained in 
$[A). q(B) c $(A. B) aL?$eis iosed. 
Im(e’) = $(A. B). Thus, 
I7 
Proposition 2.2. Let V S ‘Ir’ be closed functors between suitable closed categories 
and let r: 4 3 I/J be a 2-:ell in %. Then, &A) C &A) for all A E 9(V). 
Proof. Let A E 9(V). We have the following pullback diagrams: 
K&Z’ 
e’ 
K’- I’ 
+(A) - *co 4(A)---+ 5+(Z) 
Consider 
Since the lower right-hand square is a pullback, there exists K’f, K such that 
K’L K$Z’ = K’SZ’. Thus, Im(e’) c Im(e), i.e. &A) c +(A). 0 
With the aid of these last two two propositions, we can make the ideal 
construction functorial in different ways by restricting our morphisms in %‘. Let %,, 
de$ote the full sub-2-category of % consisting of suitable ‘V, closed functors 
Y+ V’ such that 4 preserves monos, and 2-natural transformations. Among the 
examples of functors in Q$, are geometric morphisms of topoi and also algebraic 
functors. Let 9’” denote the full subcategory of VZO consisting of all closed posets P 
with finite meets such that p 5 i for all p E P. (Note that every closed poset has 
image factorizations, since every map is manic and the regular epis are the 
equalities.) l-cells of PC;, are closed maps and 2-cells LY : f + g : P+ P’ exist iff 
f(p)Sg(p) for all p E P. 
Observe that if P is a closed poset, 9(P) = {a E PI a I i}. We shall need the 
following lemma: 
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Lemma 2.3. Zf P is a closed poset with finite meets, the map qP: P-+ 9(P) given 
by vP( a) = a A i is a closed map. 
Proof. Clearly, np is order-preserving and VP(i) = i. If a, b E P, Tp(a). VP(b) = 
(a~i)~(b~i)~(a~i)~b~(a~i)~i~a~b~b~aAi~abAi=~,(ab). 0 
If PAP’ is a closed map between closed posets with finite meets, 
9(P)h(Py ( see Proposition 2.1) is defined by f(a) = f(a) A i’. In general, 
fo np 5 qp, 0 f and we get colax naturality of r]. However, we are interested in a 
lax adjunction, as will be seen momentarily. Hence, the restriction on our 
closed posets P in g,,, namely that p 5 i for all p E P, is necessary. 
We can view the ideal construction as a lax functor (e, % ?7’,, (in the sense of 
[8,9]) or equivalently as a pseudofynctor (in the sense of [4]). 
Define Z,(Y) = 9(V), $,,(V-+ V’) = 4 as in Proposition 2.1 and 
Z,,(r: 4 + I/J) = ? as in Proposition 2.2. Since the closed functor $J in Ce, preserves 
monos, note that for A E 9(T), &A) is the pullback 
+(A) - 440 
Theorem 2.4. I, : G$,-+ ??. is right lax adjoint to the inclusion functor i, : P,,-+ qoe,. 
Proof. In light of Propositions 2.1 and 2.2, all that remains is showing the laxity of 
I,, i.e. we need to produce a 2-cell (qr) 0 4 + (4’ 0 $) _ given morphisms 
V5 VI”- V in qO. 
Consider the following diagram: 
I” 
1 (4’)” 
Now, (Ye exists since the right-hand square is a pullback. This provides our 
desired 2-cell. The coherence conditions are easily established. The unit for the 
adjunction is the identity map np: P-t 9(P) = P. The counit .sV :9(Y)+ “Ir 
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assigns to each ideal its chosen representative. Also, .sy is closed via the map 
A C3 B + A. B defining A. B. The naturality of n is clear and lax naturality of E 
follows from 
I,,(V)& V 
where (E,),: &(A)+ +(A) is th e morphism in the pullback defining &A). The 
adjunction identities are straightforward. 0 
The ideal construction can be made functorial in another way. Let %, denote 
the full subtategory of % consisting of suitable ‘7 together with normal closed 
functors ‘I/^+ Y’ (that is, 4”: I’- +(I) is an isomorphism) together with 2-natural 
transformations. Let 6Fr be the full subcategory of partially ordered objects of %, . 
These are closed posets with finite meets together with closed maps which 
preserve the identity elements. 2-cells are as in PO. 
We4 can now define a colax functor I, : Ce, + PI with Z,(V) = 9(V), 
Z,(V+ 3”‘) = q!~ (as in Proposition 2.1) and Z,(r : C#I = I,!I) = 7 (as in Proposition 
2.2). Note that if A E 9(Y), then &A) is now defined as the image of 
+(A) - 4(I) = I’ 
since 6 is normal. 
Theorem 2.5. I, : Gel + 9, is a right colax adjoint to the inclusion functor 
i, : 9, * %, . 
PrTf. I;, light of Propositions 2.1 and 2.2, we need only verify that given 
V+7f+V” in (e,, there is a 2-cell, (+‘o$J)^= 4’06. 
Consider the diagram 
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where (e,, m,), (e,, m,), (e,, m3) are the factorizations defining (cf~‘o+)^(A), 
&A), &(&A)), respectively. Since e, is a regular epimorphism, and m3 is a 
monomorphism, it follows that (4’0 6) ^(A) C &‘(&A)), as desired. The coher- 
ence conditions are easily established. 
As in Theorem 2.4, the unit and counit of the adjunction are given by 
nP : P+ 9(P) and the inclusion eV : .9(V) + V, respectively. Colax naturality of n 
follows from the remarks after Lemma 2.3 and the colax naturality of E is given by 
(G),: +(A)+ &AL h w ere these are the morphisms in the definition of 6. The 
adjunction identities are straightforward. 0 
Remarks. (1) If we consider morphisms 4 that are both normal and mono- 
preserving, then Z,, and I, coincide and we obtain a functor (without laxity or 
colaxity). 
(2) If we consider ‘V: ‘V’ such that 4 has a left adjoint @*, then we can obtain 
a contravariant process as follows. If B E 9(V’), then we have 
This defines a closed map 9(V’) + 9( ‘V) and we could investigate its functorial 
properties. (See [8] for a general treatment of the question of when $* exists). 
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